Pregnant Kim Kardashian and
Baby Daddy Kanye West Spend
NYE in Vegas
By Jessica DeRubbo
Kim Kardashian didn’t let her recently announced pregnancy
keep her inside for New Year’s Eve, according to People. In
fact, she did the opposite, as she and baby daddy Kanye West
attended a party in Las Vegas. “I wish I could share a drink
with you all, but I can’t for a little while,” she told the
crowd at Mirage’s 1 OAK.
When the clock struck midnight,
Kardashian and West shared a passionate kiss while the crowd
was cheering and confetti was flying. “It’s been so exciting,”
said Kardashian about finding out she was pregnant. “We’re
very, very happy.”
What are some ways to celebrate holidays when you’re pregnant?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be tempting to join in the fun with a drink on
holidays, but when you’re pregnant, it’s not an option. Cupid
has some alternatives:
1. Flavored sparkling water: You may not be able to drink
champagne, but that doesn’t mean that you can’t indulge in a
sparkling refreshment with everyone else. Make a drink that
looks and feels like the real thing instead.
2. Eat instead: One of the good things about being pregnant is
that no one’s going to judge how much you eat when you’re
eating for two. Plus, your body needs more food than it used
to need. Indulge in some yummy snacks to take the place of

drinking!
3. A glass of wine: Many doctors these days admit that having
one glass of wine every now and again isn’t going to hurt your
baby. Make sure to check again with your personal doctor, but
a strategically timed class of red wine will help you feel
part of the holiday fun.
What are some other ways to keep pregnancy from hindering your
holiday fun? Share your ideas below.

